17 Simple reasons to stay at
Home!

17 simple FUN BASIC steps to
maintain optimum HEALTH
and WELLBEING at home!
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If you are thinking, why only 17 steps?
17 steps is all it takes to programme
your brain with a simple new lifechanging message.
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17 Steps and FUN-demental Movements

In this first chapter of Body Maintenance, we
will look at some of the simple movements
you can start to use to mobilise your joints
and stretch your postural muscles, this will
be built upon as we progress through the
series.
In our full OrthoBalance programme we look
at the functional movements that our body
was designed to do movements our
ancestors carried out on a daily-basis, that
kept them supple, flexible and coordinated.
This prevented many of the painful joint
conditions we suffer from in modern society
such as back ache, nerve pressure and
bulging discs, however because of modern
living many people find these positions and
activities uncomfortable. Therefore, it is
necessary to mobilise the joints and return
the soft tissues to their ‘natural’ tone and
length to allow the natural movements that
are important to maintain our joints.

PHILOSOPHY
In ancient times our lifestyle was our
exercise. We stayed strong and supple
through continuous outdoor work; chopping,
digging, hunting, planting, berry picking,
building, exploring our environment and
using our highly-tuned senses. Even when we
rested it was in natural positions such as
squatting, kneeling or cross legged.
In modern life we sit for long hours in offices,
slump in front of the television in badly
designed chairs and we even take our cars to
nip to the corner shop. Without daily physical
exertion our bodies become both weak and
tight. We lose touch with our natural
movement patterns and our true nature of
what the human body was designed for.

Mobilising joints and stretching muscles back
to their natural length so that you can carry
out the natural joint movement is paramount
to maintaining joint and back health, health of
the soft tissue, the muscles, ligaments
tendons, and the Fascial system of the body.
That is now understood to play a much more
significant role in musculoskeletal health
than ever thought.
After periods of strain, immobility and injury,
the fascia which is a stretchy elastic tissue
that runs continuously all the way through the
body and gives us our ‘spring like’ effect to
our movements becomes tight, fibrous and
loses its hydration. It is integral to joint health
that we learn to rehydrate this tissue and
produce its effect of ‘elastic recoil’ to put a
‘spring’ back into our step.
The Ninja of Japan used a series known as
‘Junan Taiso’ which were body conditioning

exercises to maintain the suppleness,
flexibility and elastic spring of the body. This
was so they could develop the ‘silent
movement’ practices that lead to them being
termed the ‘silent warriors’, walking,
jumping, landing and even running without
leaving a sound.
Animals and our pets use ‘stretching’
practices which scientists are now calling
‘Pandiculation’ at regular intervals during the
day to reset their postural muscles and
fascia’s after periods of strain or inactivity.

We too need to return to this natural or innate
form of resetting our posture and developing
the natural mobility and flexibility of our
joints, more now than ever. With lock-down
we have had to suspend our practices and
are unable to treat people in the clinic so it is
more important than ever that people start to
learn to maintain their own bodies at home.
Charles Atlas observed a lion daily in London
zoo, carrying out its ‘exercises’ and
‘stretches’. After months when the Lion was
released into the wild it had not lost any of its
strength, or power. The lion instinctively
knew how to maintain its own body, flexibility,
strength and integration during its time in
‘isolation’. This is what we need to tap into to
maintain our bodies.
These ‘movements’ are the important link
between the sedentary lifestyle, and can help

maintain, keep our joints supple and mobile,
and help rehydrate our tissues and maintain
joint health. Use them as a guide as we all
instinctively known how to mobilise our joints
we just need to tap back into our ancient
wisdom of our body. When we learn this we
build a foundation of our body that will last a
lifetime.
These positions should NOT be a contest to
see how far you can go. Mobility and
stretching should NOT be a painful or
stressful experience, if it is you are doing it
wrong and can cause more harm than good.
Many of us are conditioned to think that there
is NO GAIN WITHOUT PAIN. This could not be
further from the truth. Mobilising joints and
stretching should be a relaxing and enjoyable
experience.

Regularity is key, relaxation, breathing and
maintaining full lung breathing that we have
looked at previously. Never overstretch,
again watch your pets, they never
overstretch. They only stretch enough to
mobilise their joints and reset their posture.
Only go as far as you feel comfortable and
work within your own limits and listen to what
your body is telling you. Over days, weeks
and months you will start to see results if you
take it slowly.
When you start to stretch only go to where
you can feel a mild tension, and hold this
position for 8-10 seconds, after this time the
mild tension should start to ease off. If it does
not just slightly ease off and if there is any
pain stop immediately and use a different
position more suited to your body. Repeat
this process again for each movement.

Here we have selected some of the best
movements to help reset your postural
muscles and facias. They are activities that
you can use around your home, using either
no equipment or equipment that you would
find in the house.
Enjoy these movements. Find a time of day
when you can be relaxed, you can even
complete some of them in your armchair on a
night.
The time is NOW

17 Steps Towards-a-Better Self

Movement 1: Reach for the sky. Interlace your fingers
and turn your palms, facing upwards towards the
ceiling. Gently push up towards the ceiling until your feel
the gentle stretch in your arms, upper back and ribcage.
This can be done sitting or standing.
This exercise is brilliant to do anywhere, anytime, and is
great for resetting your posture after times spent at a
computer or slumped over a mobile phone.

Movement 2: Reach and lean. With your arms extended
over your head hold onto one hand with the opposite hand
and gently pull it over to the opposite side you are
stretching. You should feel the gentle stretch in one arm
and the ribcage of the same side.
This can also be done sitting or standing.

Movement 3: Interlace your fingers
then straighten your arms out in front
of you with your palms facing out. Feel
the gentle stretch in your arms and
upper part of your back (at the
shoulder blades)

Movement 4: Resting Stretch. With
your hands interlaced, place them
behind your head keeping your
elbows straight out to the side.
Gently push back with your head into
your hands, feeling the gentle stretch
in your upper ribcage and shoulder
blades. Relax into this position. You
can do this stretch anywhere
anytime, even while waiting for the
bus, or watching your favourite TV
programme.

Movement 5: Doorway reset: Stand in a doorway and place
your hands at about shoulder height on either side of the
door. Move your body or walk gently forwards until you feel
the gentle stretch in your arms and chest.
This stretch is brilliant to do after periods of working on a
computer and can help reset the postural muscles against
‘Text neck’ or forward head posture.

Movement 6: The reach around. Reach above and behind
your head and down as far as you can go, while bringing the
other hand round behind you to hold the other hand.
Most people find this difficult at first, so to make it easier use
a towel. Drop the towel behind your head, and use the other
hand to reach behind and hold the towel to where you can
feel the gentle stretch.

Movement 7: Doorway hang. Place both hands on to the top
of a doorway, fence or ledge, and let your upper body drop
slowly down as you keep the knees slightly bent.
If you can’t reach the top of the doorway you can do this on
a wall or door, top of the fridge, filing cabinet or anywhere
you can find with a ledge. Remember to make sure the
object you are using is stable.
As you bend the knees you should feel the gentle stretch in
your upper back shoulders and upper ribcage.

Movement 8: Door lean. Face a wall, fence or something
that you can lean on for support.
Lean on the support with your forearms and gently rest
your head on your hands. Bend one knee bringing it
forward and take the other leg gently back, until you can
feel the gentle stretch in the calf muscles and the Achilles
tendon.
The feet should remain flat throughout and both feet should
be pointing straight ahead.

Movement 9: Stairs stretch: Another way to stretch the calf
group and achilles tendon by using the stairs.
Place the ball (front)of your foot on the edge of a curb, stair
or wedge, with the rest of the foot hanging down over the
edge. Lower the heel below the level of the stair very gently
whilst holding onto the railing or wall for support. Keeping
the leg that is being stretched straight.

Movement 10: Sitting stretch. Bring the leg towards the
chest, holding the leg just below the knee. For a more
advanced stretch, gently pull the leg towards your chest
and slightly over towards the opposite shoulder.
You can perform this stretch whenever you are sitting down,
whether that’s in the office or on your couch at home.

Movement 11: Cross legged sitting. Bring one leg up
towards your groin, and then slowly bring the next foot up
to cross over your ankles. Just let the legs slowly drop out
to the sides as far is as comfortable for you. If you can’t let
the legs drop down onto the couch or floor yet that is fine.
Simply hold your legs in the position that is comfortable.
You can perform this stretch anytime, while sat on the
couch or even at your work desk. Cross legged sitting is
practiced widely across Asia and Eastern Europe and
helps to maintain the mobility of the hips and knees.

Movement 12: The Ancient squat
Start off holding something, such as a couch or door frame,
with feet shoulder width apart and feet facing forward
gently lower down as far as you feel comfortable. Most
people find this movement difficult at first, especially
women who have worn high heels a lot as this tends to
tighten the calf and achilles tendon.
If you find this difficult, start off by simply sliding off the
couch to where you feel comfortable. This helps to mobilise
the ankles, knees, hips and lower spine, and is one of the
resting positions our ancestors used daily. This position and
how to develop it is covered in our ‘Back to Nature’ article
on our website.

Movement 13: ‘Lying Groin stretch’. Lying on your back let
your knees gently fall apart, relaxing your hips and allowing
your legs to slowly drop as far as feels comfortable.
You should feel this stretch in your groin. Make sure to
really let go of any tension and let the hips and legs relax
into the movement.

Movement 14: Sitting groin stretch. Sit on the floor or on a
chair. Bring the soles of your feet together with your
hands holding your feet for support. Ensure to keep the
spine upright and don’t bend forward Be sure to keep your
heels a comfortable distance from your crotch to start
with, and let your legs slowly drop down out to the side.
(do not push down on the legs, let them go down naturally
themselves)
Over time when you get comfortable with this position,
gently pull your feet closer to your crotch for a deeper
stretch.

Movement 15: Following on from the previous movement,
straighten one leg (but keeping the knee relaxed and not
‘locked out’ at the knee). Keep the other leg bent. The sole
of the bent leg should face the inside of the straight leg.

Now gently lean (from the hips keeping the spine upright)
until you feel a very mild stretch in your hamstring and
lower back. Only go as far as it feels comfortable and gently
work within your limits. This movement is one that people
usually find difficult at first.

Movement 16: Full body stretch:
Lay on your back with your arms extended above your
head. Now reach as far as is comfortable with your hands
and feet in opposite directions (stretching above head with
arms, and pointing your toes).
This usually gives the sensation of a whole body elongation
and is brilliant for resetting your postural muscles and
fascia.

Movement 17: Pull one leg up towards your chest, only as
far as feels comfortable, until you feel the gentle stretch.
Keep your head and opposite leg flat on the floor.
As a follow on from this movement, pull the leg very slightly
over towards the opposite shoulder for a slightly deeper
stretch.

For more videos, tutorials and articles, on
maintaining alignment and posture check
out our website below or subscribe to the
OrthoBalance YouTube channel.

www.orthoBalance.co.uk

Look out for the next part of our series to
help you on your journey, STAY SAFE and
take care.
Best wishes from The OrthoBalance team

